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In order to establish the intensity of appearance of heterosis effect in green pepper, 4 
varieties and 3 advanced homozygote lines were used to obtain14 hybrid combinations. 
Experimental data were processed by statistical mathematical methods using arithmetical   
mean (x), standard deviation (Sx) as well variability coefficient (S%). 
Regarding fruit weight and number of fruit/plant in F1 hybrids intensity of heterosis 
effect was identified by comparison of their values with average mean of the parental forms 
,by the best parent values and by the control variety ( Export).One could computed in per cent 
for each variant every heterosis type :i.e. suppositional one (H 1,real one (Hr) and 
competitional one (Hc). 
According to the variance indices among the 14 hybrid combinations,8 had higher 
values against the best parents (namely over dominance) while 6 hybrids revealed a partial 
dominance having higher values by comparison with parental forms. So, intensity of heterosis 
expression revealed different values among hybrids. 
According to our results one could find that at all the traits under investigation can be 
met hybrids whose values succeed the best parent value (over dominance) and hybrids having 
values which surpass the average of the two genitors ( partial dominance).Intensity of 
heterossis expression revealed differentiated values among hybrids, higher  in the case of 
suppositional heterosis ( with single negative value of  -5.54% for the weight fruit trait ,the 
positive ones reaching to 75.25%) by comparison with the real one(6 negative values, the 
positive ones reaching to 55.86%).Regarding the competitional heterosis ,all the values have a 
positive value in fruit weight trait by comparison with the control variety (Export). 
Heterosis effect was emphasized in early yield (up to the 31 juli),the crop gains between 
hybrids and control variety being very significant (179.4% with 12 days earlier ),while in fruit 
weight  and number of fruit per plant traits, the effect of heterosis was less  spectacular. 
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